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SECTION I. 

Many people are not as ruthless with their emails as they are with 

their ads and sales letters 

They’re leaving a lot of money on the Table. 

If you have a list of even just 500 responsive subscribers 

You can easily make as much as N1Million every month selling 

them a range of products that tie in with their interests. 

I’ll show you how to go about this in a minute, 

But for now, please understand: 

When it comes to making money with emails… 

Establishing trust and credibility in a way that lets your 

subscribers lower their guard (towards being sold) is... 

By far the most important part of the process. 

And even if you have to start selling from day one (which is really 

unnecessary if you ask me…)  

There’s a simple way to assemble your first email so that… 

Your reader immediately begins to bond with you,  

Embrace your persona,  

And view your sales pitch as the answer to their problems, 

Not an annoying sales pitch. 

Here’s what one of my welcome emails look like: 
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************ 

Wicked to finally meet YOU {!firstname_fix} 

 

This is exciting, 

 

I have attached a small gift for YOU. 

 

Now here's what else you can expect from me. 

 

Every week (perhaps, every day)... 

 

You'll hear from me as I share a piece of money-making wisdom I've learned 

from running a Multi-million Naira publishing venture with my writing 

skills. 

 

Much of what I'll be sharing will be beneficial to you, financially. 

 

It could be simple ways to earn six or seven figures every month writing 

simple letters for yourself or for businesses with lots of money to spend... 

 

Or 

 

How to run and grow your own online business profitably even if you're 

starting from scratch 

 

Or 

 

It could be the very latest persuasion techniques or marketing strategies 

working in the game RIGHT NOW for me and my clients... 

 

Whatever it is… 

 

I guarantee that whether you’re..... 

 

A freelancer, 

A business owner, 

A marketer, 

A coach, 
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A consultant 

Or anything in-between.... 

 

You will learn something that will add value to your business and your 

career. 

 

One more thing, 

 

And it's very important.... 

 

You should consider hiring an Ophthalmologist... 

 

Because the truth of the matter is: 

 

I'm going to make a serious attempt to blind you with good information. 

 

Stay frosty. 

 

Andy. 

 

PS: I hope you like your gift. 

 

********** 

 

Now,  

 

If I wanted to sell something in this Email 

 

All I’d have to do is plug in a soft sales pitch in my P.S 

 

We’ll get into that much later 

 

For now, just know that: 

 

Your welcome Email is probably the most important Email you 

will ever send to any list you build 

 

It is a sales pitch in disguise that sells your reader on whether or NOT being 

on your list will be worth a few minutes of their time everyday 
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You NEED to give them a SOLID reason to want to read your emails EVERY 

DAY 

 

A reason to look forward to getting emails from YOU 

 

This is critical 

 

It’s the first rule of great email marketing 

 

If you can’t tick this box from the get-go 

 

You’re already starting off on the wrong footing 

 

NOT GOOD! 

 

So what elements should your welcome Email Contain? 

 

Well… 

 

Your reader gets hundreds of “LOOK_ALIKE” emails every day 

 

So you might as well stand out from the crowd 

 

How? 

 

● Keep your subject line as awkward as possible  

 

(The one I showed you earlier says “WICKED to finally meet you”) 

 

Not your regular subject line 

 

Classic pattern interrupt. 

 

Off the bat,  

 

You’re letting your reader know you’re unique and different. 

 

This is EXTREMELY important,  
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Sadly, it is also the most overlooked thing in Email Marketing. 

 

● Address your reader by her first name…  

(BUT Don’t Overdo it) 

 

At least once in your email 

 

Could be in your first sentence 

 

Or a few times in your email where: 

 

The use of her first name delivers maximum emotional impact or drives 

home your point better than if you didn’t include her name in that sentence 

 

● QUICKLY Tell her what to EXPECT From YOU 

 

This is by far the most important part of your welcome Email 

 

It is also the most underrated. 

 

It’s like your first date with your crush 

 

And by God, you want to make it COUNT. 

 

And you’re not just giving your reader a GLIMPSE of what kind of emails 

she should expect from you… 

 

You’re giving her a glimpse of your personality.. 

 

Let her see part of the real YOU 

 

Or at least, the persona you want her to be familiar with 

 

You can share a personal story with her 

 

You can rant about something that happened recently 

 

You can tell her a bit about yourself  
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You can ask her a Question that caresses her ego 

 

(Flattery will get you everywhere, but know where to draw the line so it’s not 

abundantly obvious) 

 

Whatever you say,  

 

Keep it at least: 

 

Emotional,  

Interesting,  

And valuable. 

 

Any one of these 3 elements can go a very long way in establishing instant 

trust with your new subscriber who’s just reading your email for the first 

time. 
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How to "program" your brain to give you an 

unlimited number “Email Ideas” so you're 

never struggling for "what to write" 

 

This is deceptively simple. 

But then,  

The simplest things in life are often the most overlooked. 

Here’s a true confession: 

Since I learned that Copywriting is really a business of using 

interesting, arresting, captivating ideas to sell, 

I trained my mind to become an Idea Antenna. 

One that easily picks and refines potentially great ideas I could 

easily use to write a sales letter , an ad or an email 

But for this to happen, 

I have to feed the beast (my mind) 

The more I feed the beast,  

The more information it has to give me the kind of captivating 

ideas I need to get my reader’s attention and sell what I want to 

sell profitably  

EXAMPLES OF HOW I FEED THE BEAST: 

● I read a LOT! 

 

● I Listen to songs a LOT 
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● I watch YouTube videos a LOT! 

● I watch comedy a LOT 

 

● I study trending topics a LOT! 

 

● I watch at least 1 episode of an interesting Netflix show once a 

day (Takes about 40-minutes or so) 

NOW let me shock you: 

A good number of my Email Subject Lines are lines from songs, 

books, Netflix shows, YouTube Videos etc 

Three examples: 

“I’m getting jealous” 

(Fireboy, Jealous) 

“The conspiracy to murder Julia Montague”  

(A line in an Episode of The Bodyguard -Netflix SHOW) 

“Lesbian Request Denied” 

(Name of an Episode in “Orange is The New Black” -Netflix 

SHOW) 

My brain picks these lines subconsciously and sends me an “idea 

alert” 

Then, if I feel the idea is solid, 

I take a mental picture of it and later on 

I’ll figure out: 
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● The best way to frame the idea as a subject line 

 

● What kind of moral/value I’ll wrap the idea around 

 

● How best to transition into my sales pitch in that very email 

This is where the work is 

But as you’ll see later on in this material, 

It is NOT complicated 

If you want to have an unlimited flow of subject line ideas, 

Here’s what you can do: 

Whenever you hear/see a great line anywhere,  

Try to write it down or just keep a mental note of it 

It could be the title of a song (especially the chorus), OR a 

line in the song.. 

Eg: 

 

“Don’t Rush” -  Don’t RUSH by Young T & Bugsey 

 

“Insufficient Funds” - Able God by Chinko Ekun 

 

The Chorus repeatedly has the artists echoing… 

 

No more insufficient fund (a ti sise) 

No more insufficient fund (a ti gbope) 

No more insufficient fund (Aboki ti se Dollar) 
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No more insufficient fund (eh eh) 

 

If you take 2 minutes to play that song now, 

 

You’ll understand why it’s a good idea for an email selling a course 

on how to increase your earning capacity. 

 

Later on in Section II (where you’ll find emails from me), 

 

You’ll see an Email with the subject line: 

 

“Insufficient Funds” 

 

Read it and you’ll understand why it brought in 5 new sales that 

day at 17k per head... 

● It could be a funny, insightful or solid movie line: 

 

Eg:  

 

“I’ll make him an offer he can’t refuse”  

 

Vito Corleone, The Godfather 

 

“You think I’ll be afraid of YOU?”   

 

Something Nkem Owoh “Osuofia” said in a Comedy skit that 

cracked me up real good! 

 

“You Can’t afford to be Stupid” 

 

Noni’s Mother, Beyond the Lights 
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● It could be an insightful comment on a trending topic on 

social media… 

 

● It could be the headline of a very good email or sales letter 

you read… 

 

● And so on 

If you look at some of my subject lines 

You’ll see that 80% of them are very abstract (even my email 

address says abstractalgebra@gmail.com) 

They are not your conventional Email Subject Lines 

And maybe that’s why I have an average open rate of 45% for 

almost every email I send out 

Abstract subject lines help you stand out 

It never looks like you’re selling anything 

They come disguised as news or stories or rants that give your 

reader an adrenaline rush to open your email and satisfy the 

curiosity you planted in their head 

************* 
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How to Write Emails That Look Like teaching 

But are actually selling and making you 

money 

90% of Emails never get opened because the subject lines are 

poorly written. 

The reader takes a glance at her inbox and ignores anything that 

looks like she’s going to be sold something 

Think about it, 

Of the hundreds of emails you receive everyday,  

The few you open and read are very often the ones that… 

● Are intriguing 

 

● Look like hot gist (Gossip) 

 

● Promise to teach you something valuable 

 

● Challenge your personal beliefs 

 

● Tell an interesting story 

You say you agree? 

Good. 

Let’s move on… 

Sometimes, you can tell someone is trying to sell you something 

and still go ahead to open the email 

But that’s the exception 
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Everybody is trying to sell with every email they send to you 

Your brain develops a pattern and helps you form a habit 

of ignoring anything that looks like a sales pitch. 

So you’re only looking for emails that are interesting to read. 

And the best way to get your emails opened (and READ) is by 

presenting it as a valuable lesson 

That is, you are teaching your reader something she can easily use 

to get results  

I’ve tested over 500+ Email subject lines and my Emails with the 

highest open rates and clicks looked very much like teaching 

But as you might guess,  

They were well-constructed sales pitches in disguise. 

There are 3 simple steps to this process  

 

STEP 1: 

The High Concept Hook. 

This is something you say in your Email lead to get your reader’s 

undivided attention. 

For context, 

Your Email Lead is your subject line (email headline) and the first 

few lines of your email. 
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The high concept hook is there to HOOK your reader to your 

message.. 

Making it practically impossible for her to read or do anything else 

until she’s checked out what you’re driving at with your email. 

Here’s an example of a Good High-concept Hook: 

***** 

 

SUBJECT LINE:  

I knew I was going to Die and I was Ready to Kill The Idiot 

{!firstname_fix} 

I lay on the table as this foolish Doctor cut me open without any anaesthetic 

For 36-minutes, 

I was in excruciating pain as Dr Caro (his real name) used a surgical blade to 

open up a thick abcess forming beneath my navel. . . 

7:45pm, January 2011, 

Accident and Emergency Ward, 

FMC Asaba, Delta State 

I knew I was going to die that day 

And in that moment, I was ready to do anything in my power to end the pain 

In fact, I was ready to kill the idiot Doctor. 

Now, I know what you're thinking (Everything from here up to the subject 

line is our High-concept hook. We have hooked our reader and now, we 

must make it count) 

You could have told him to stop 
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Well, I was already open: 

And our options were annoyingly limited. 

What's the Copywriting lesson here? 

Simply this: 

Pain is a very powerful motivator. 

When in severe pain, you are very likely to go the extra mile to end your pain 

Or at least, reduce it drastically. 

That's why, whether you're selling a product or a service 

You need to learn the art of twisting the knife very deep in your prospect's 

pain point 

Making it hurt reaaaaaal bad! 

Make them beg for a solution. 

Then. . .  

Use your other hand to offer them a quick and easy solution they probably 

won't find anywhere else. 

Your very own solution (service or product) 

And here's something {!firstname_fix} [Transition Point]*** 

If you've been studying Copywriting for a while now 

Like, you've read a fuck-ton of books 

You've hand-copied great sales letters by hand 

But you still don't know how to implement and make money (Which is why 

you started learning Copywriting in the first place) 

I'd like to take you under my wings for six months (If you're interested) 

I'll work with you privately (I'll be your personal Copywriting Coach) 
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I'll guide and show you how to make money with Copywriting 

I'll make you accountable (I promise I won't be nice) 

I won't do any of the work for you 

But I won't need to.  

Because I'll try to make it as brain-dead simple as possible 

****** 

You see? 

High-concept hooks must be dramatic and intriguing. 

They must have a high potential of forcing your reader to open 

your email just to find out what the hell you’re saying in your email 

NOTE: The high-concept hook includes your subject line and the 

first few sentences of your email. 

The high-concept hook has one job: 

Make it impossible for the reader to close the email without 

satisfying the curiosity you’ve planted in their head. 

Now that you’ve gotten your reader’s 100% attention, 

What do you do with it? 

Well, it seems to me that you should make it count. 

How? 

By getting to the meat of the matter very fast. 

Don’t beat around the bush. 

Whatever you say must directly tie in with your subject line. 
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When you go through my emails,  

You’ll understand what I’m driving at. 

Also, I strongly advise against using CLICK BAITS 

Whatever you say in your subject line must connect with the 

message in your email 

Or else, your reader will remember you with distaste. 

STEP 2: 

PRIMAL DESIRES! 

If you WALK into a church or mosque and ask 10 men what kind 

of woman they want to get married to… 

The unanimous answer will be something to the effect of: 

“I want a homely, godfearing woman that is well behaved” 

As expected. 

That’s what they want you to believe they really want. 

And maybe that’s what some men really want 

But deep down in hearts of many men 

What they truly desire in a woman is: 

● Big boobs 

● A well-rounded ass 

● Porn-star sex skills in bed 

● Smooth skin 

● Hot thighs 

● Cute lips 
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● A pretty face 

● Beautiful hair 

Of course… only very few men on earth are ever going to publicly 

admit that this is what they WANT in a woman 

Nobody wants to come across as the child of the devil 

But behind the scenes 

Behind closed doors 

When the sun comes down 

That’s when grown men shamelessly masturbate to their favourite 

porn stars 

That’s when husbands and fathers moan in ecstasy with reckless 

abandon as girls young enough to be their daughters ride them 

back and forth in ways their wives and girlfriends will never be 

able to…. 

This is what they think about day and night 

It’s their primal desire. 

What they really WANT. 

So what? 

What has any of this GOT to do with emails that make people click 

your link and buy what you’re selling? 

Hark unto me: 

For your reader to entertain the thought of clicking the LINK in 

your email… 
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You gotta trigger her primal desires. 

Examples of WANTS vs primal desires: 

● WANT: I want to be able to make N1Million a month 

 

PRIMAL DESIRE: I want to prove that my annoying 

brother-in-law wrong! I want to have so much money I can 

easily tell anybody to go to hell without worrying how it will 

affect me financially! 

 

HOW TO FRAME it in your Email or Copy: When you’re 

making this kind of money, even that your oversabi (know 

it all) brother-in-law will be forced to admit he was wrong 

about you… Heck, he’ll probably swallow his pride and 

starter coming to you for financial help! 

 

● WANT: I want my U.S VISA  approved so I can deliver safely 

in the U.S 

 

PRIMAL DESIRE: I really want to give birth on U.S soil so I 

can brag that my child is American. (If it was really about 

safe delivery, why do women almost commit suicide when 

their water breaks at the airport just before their U.S flight 

takes off?) 

 

HOW TO FRAME it in your Email or Copy: You’ll be the 

mother of an American citizen…. Your friends will wish they 

were in your shoes and you’ll be treated like royalty... 

 

● WANT: I want to buy that car 

 

PRIMAL DESIRE: I need a badass status symbol just to 
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prove to my neighbor that I’m not on his level 

 

HOW TO FRAME it in your Email or Copy: This car makes 

you stand out in your Estate. When you’re on the wheels, 

everybody knows you’re on a different level and your 

neighbors wish they were you…. 

 

 

More often than NOT,  

If you can speak directly to people’s primal desires, they will 

quickly slide into a trance where they’ll do almost anything YOU 

ask 

Such as click the LINK in your email and check out your offer 

My point is, your emails should target primal desires 

NOT wants. 

Sure, it helps to address benefits of what you’re selling 

But the real magic lies in your ability to say something that your 

reader is secretly fantasizing about! 

And you know why this is so powerful? 

Because it’s just you and your reader having a private dirty 

conversation. 

Here’s an example of how to caress or trigger primal desires 

* 

Instead of saying in your emails: 
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“You will last LONGER in bed” 

Why NOT say: 

“Once you master the rare ability to make a woman cum without 

thrusting, your phone won’t stop ringing, women will crawl over 

glass BEGGING to spend the night with you . . . . .” 

Is this a stretch? 

I don’t think so. 

The ability to make a woman cum again and again and again is as 

rare as a hen’s teeth and if you can do it… 

I mean, really do it! 

You’ll have a lot of HOT women flocking around you. 

And for most men, that’s a primal desire. 

So instead of using the normal benefit-driven statements to 

trigger desire in your emails… 

Use raw statements that go deep into your prospect’s primal 

desires. 

One more example: 

● WANT: I want my ex back 

 

PRIMAL Desire: I want my ex to apologize and go on his 

knees begging to have me back 

 

HOW TO FRAME it in your Email or Copy: Imagine your ex 
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going on his knees, begging to have you back… apologizing 

that he didn’t know what came over him... 

 

 

 

STEP 3: 

BUYING TRANCE! 

This is like the 3rd layer of your email 

A buying trance is a state of mind where your reader is MOST 

responsive to a sales pitch. 

Your job is to hold your reader’s attention and trigger their primal 

desires in ways that puts them in a buying trance 

That’s why Step 1 (High-concept hook) and Step 2 (triggering 

primal desires) are so important 

In Step 3: 

All you have to do is make your reader take action. 

That is, CLICK the LINK in your email which takes them to your 

sales page or payment page! 

There are many ways to make your reader CLICK a LINK without 

sounding like a typical marketer: 

 

Examples: 
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● Anyway, if you’re interested in learning how to do this 

yourself… Go here : LINK 

● For more information on X, go here: LINK 

 

● To see if you’re a good fit for this, go here: LINK 

 

● Use the LINK below to get started right away 

 

● Here’s your LINK  
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4 amazing ways to write subject lines that 

crawl right into peoples' "psychology." 

(Do this right and readers almost cannot resist at least opening 

your emails … to see what you have to say.) 

 

I’ve lost count of how many emails I’ve sent out using these 4 

strategies, but I know they’ve given me my highest open rates so 

far… 

 

#1 way is to use DRAMA. 

 

Eg: You’re a disgrace. 

 

#2 way is to use DIRTY GOSSIP! 

 

Eg: She said he raped her. Now he wants N100Million! 

 

#3 way is to use BADS NEWS VALUE: 

Why NOT good news? 

Because bad news sells better than good news. 

People complain that mainstream media only pushes bad news to 

the frontburner, but in reality… 
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If the media started focusing on good news alone, many people 

would get bored and stop tuning into these channels. 

Eg: Copywriter Found Dead in Miami Beach! 

 

#4 way is to deliberately PLANT the seed of curiosity! 

Make your reader WONDER and WORRY! 

Eg: Please don’t ever do this again! 

Reaction: OMG, what did I do this time? 

 

Why do these 4 strategies work so well? 

Because they tap into the very essence of human psychology. 

Things that human beings can hardly ignore or resist! 

DRAMA, Gossip, Curiosity, Bad news. 

Don’t worry, in section II, you’ll see these subject lines for yourself. 
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An unorthodox negotiation strategy you can 

quickly use to make your emails more 

responsive and profitable.  

 

Many world-class marketers advise against making a 

FULL-BLOWN sales pitch in your email. 

But there’s an unusual way to use full sales pitches to get your 

reader responding and buying right away. 

Here’s how: 

You know, the rule of thumb in email marketing is: 

Get them to click the LINK and go to your sales page. 

What they do on your sales page, is read your sales pitch right? 

And what you’re doing with your sales pitch is negotiating with 

them to try out your stuff right? 

Now… 

What if you summarize your sales pitch and offer and make it part 

of your email? 

Let’s say the first half of your email is teaching something or 

telling a story or giving hot gist! 

Then, instead of simply telling them to CLICK the link at the end 

of your email... 

You first, present them with a summarized version of your sales 

pitch, and make it clear why your offer is a no-brainer 
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Then… 

You ask them (NOT to simply go to your sales page) but to go 

make payment right away using the BUY button on your sales 

page. 

If it’s a personal product 

YOU can simply put the LINK to your payment page instead of the 

LINK to your sales page. 

I’ve tried it several times and it worked 

The trick is not in including your payment LINK 

BUt in how you present the summarized version of your sales pitch 

and offer. 

Here’s an Example of how I’d do it on a normal day: 

Does this sound like something you’d love? 

If yes, then, to help you get started,  

I’d love to send you the following materials… 

● The Cold Traffic Conversion Guide 

 

● Maximum Clients in Minimum Time 

 

● 27 words to make the world do your bidding 

 

● The Google Ad Playbook 

All yours free, 

When you sign up for a risk-free trial of my newsletter  
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The regular price is N49,000 per year, but today… 

You’re paying only N17,000. 

And if, after 90-days, you’re not satisfied, 

I want you to call or write me, 

I want you to complain 

I want you to ask for your MONEY back. 

And NOT only will you get a prompt and courteous refund, 

I will also step in and work with you 1-on-on in your business 

Fair deal? 

So you see, you have NOTHING to lose… 

To make payment, 

USe the LINK below 

Once your payment is processed, you get instant access to your 

materials right away… 

Bla bla bla... 
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The best way to write emails if you are selling 

information (And also… the best way to write 

emails if you are selling a service or a physical 

product.) 

 

Use Educational emails or stories 

Educational emails MOSTLY begin with How to  

Eg:  

How to get your U.S visa approved this September 

How to TEXT your EX back 

How to sell used cars 

How to get head 

How to get new clients from Snapchat 

And so on. 

The catch is to start by teaching something 

Then, transition into a pitch. 

 

FOR stories: 

I’ve seen that testimonial stories work superbly well. 

So you’re showing your reader that if someone like her who has a 

similar challenge could find a solution, then there’s nothing 

stopping her from doing the same! 
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EG: Nigerian waitress explains how she Got her U.S visa 

 

The idea is to either share the testimonial as your customer, client 

or student sent it… 

OR… 

Just present it as a story 

Then tell your reader that she too, can experience similar results if 

she’s willing to take a chance on herself. 
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The single most important part of your email 

to test. 

 
Many people say your open rate is NOT that important 

They believe the most important metric in email marketing is your 

click-thru rate. 

Okay… 

How the hell are you going to get click-thru rates if your emails are 

NOT getting opened? 

For me, the most important part of your email is your subject line. 

The first thing your reader sees when your email enters her inbox 

If it’s NOT compelling, she won’t open it 

If it’s compelling, then she’ll open it 

And if she likes what she reads in your mail, 

Then, and only then, will she click on your LINK to buy what 

you’re selling. 

Let me say it again: 

If people are NOT opening your emails, 

How are you going to get any clicks? 

The most important part of your email is your subject line. 

And that’s what you should be testing as often as possible. 
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Doing this helps you see which subject-line works best on your 

subscribers and as such 

YOu can use it more often for emails where you’ll be selling 

something. 

Here’s a few subject-line types you can test with: 

● Educational 

● Storytelling 

● Dramatic 

● Benefit-driven 

● Curiosity driven 

● Intriguing 

● Humourous 

● Etc… 

In Section II, you’ll see examples of what these subject-line types 

look like and how the emails flow. 
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A (dignified) way to use foolish talk to make 

more sales from your emails 

 

Most people would consider this strategy laughable 

They’re too sophisticated 

Too above this sort of thing. 

But as you’ll see, 

This strategy is deadly effective when correctly deployed. 

And for the record: 

This has more to do with humor and less, with outright 

foolishness. 

Here’s an example: 

Subject line:  TUFIAKWA GOD FORBID BAD THING!  

 

Don't you just hate being at the mercy of people? 

 

If there's anything I hate with passion 

  

It is being at the mercy of people 

  

Especially when it comes to money 

  

Tufiakwa! 
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God forbid Bad thing!!! 

  

That's why I gave up everything to learn how to use Copywriting and 

marketing to make my OWN money 

  

Money (When you have LOTS of it) is power. 

  

And it gives you a crazy level of confidence that puts an instant end to 

unnecessary Rubbish! 

  

But the truth is 

  

Money itself is just paper with value 

  

It's more about what you can do with money 

  

Help a loved one in need? 

  

SUPPORT family/friends financially? 

  

Buy a nice gift for your loved one? 

  

A new house? 
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A new car (Cars don't freak me)? 

  

A 10-day vacation? 

 

What's more? 

  

Money can buy you lots of freedom to live life as you damn well please  

Heck, you can do whatever the hell you want to do with your time 

 

Now, I'll be honest 

  

I don't know what your current financial situation is 

  

But if you could use some extra cash in this nonsense economy 

  

Go here 

  

Stay frosty 

  

A 
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A secret writing "trick" for getting unusually 

high readership 

This is something I learned studying Jack London. 

One of the greatest American writers who ever lived. 

This trick involves the clever use of DRAMA and INTRIGUE in 

your subject line and in the first paragraph of your email. 

Human beings love drama,  

We love intrigue. 

And we will predictably WANT to read anything that has an 

element of drama or intrigue so good, it makes us curious. 

I use this strategy a lot in my emails 

Examples: 

“You’re a Disgrace” 

“Don’t Even Think About it” 

“I’m getting Jealous” 

“Now this is a Little Embarrassing” 

“Who the FUCK do you think you are???” 

“LOW Life Criminal Scum” 

“Heartbroken, Depressed, and Considering Retirement” 

And so on… 

Go through these subject lines again 
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You’ll notice that they are all emotionally compelling. 

NOW, it’s one thing to get your reader to open your email 

It’s another thing to keep them reading. 

A goal that must be achieved in the first LINE of your email or 

you’ve lost your reader… 

The essence of your subject line is to get your reader to read the 

first line of your email 

The job of the first line of your email is to get your reader to read 

the 2nd line  

And so on… 

Here’s a few examples of what a Good first-line in an email looks 

like… 

● People can be stupid 

 

● Most times her fiance would call when they were having sex 

in his room and she’d... 

 

● Something funny happened yesterday morning while I was 

taking my morning walk  

 

● You’ll probably be pissed with me for saying this but I don’t 

care anymore 

  

● And so on 

The first line in your email most give your reader an 

adrenaline RUSH that makes her want to read the rest of 

your email 
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Very important. Largely overlooked. 

When you consider the fact that most people never open 90% of 

their emails,  

You’ll want to use this TRICK as often as possible 

And here’s something: 

The more your reader gets used to opening (not receiving) your 

emails because of your writing style,  

The more likely it is that they’ll BUY what you sell to them. 

One more thing: 

Play the DRAMA/INTRIGUE card as often as possible 

There are no drawbacks and you will love the financial rewards 
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How to transition from story to sales pitch in 

your emails OR Sales Letter! 

Here’s what you should know about storytelling 

It is the most powerful selling technique 

The greatest Copywriters and marketers are some of the best 

storytellers you’ll find anywhere… 

They use storytelling a lot in their various markets. 

However, the magic is NOT entirely in the Story you tell 

But in how you transition from your story to your sales pitch 

without losing your reader. 

It’s called “TRANSITIONING” 

And it’s very important because: 

What good is your “brilliant story” if it doesn’t lead to a new sale at 

the end of the day? 

The bridge between your story and your customer’s money is the 

transition point 

If you transition smoothly,  

You have an 80% chance of making a sale 

If you don’t transition smoothly, you’ve lost your reader and 

ultimately, you’ve lost a sale. 

Here’s a few points to keep in mind about transitioning 
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● As much as possible,  whatever you say should be a moral of 

the story, or something else your reader desires deeply 

 

● Don’t say anything confusing or boring or unbelievable 

 

● Keep it as close as possible to a natural conversation between 

2 childhood friends 

 

Here’s a small example of how you transition from story to sales 

pitch… 

****** 

How a Shameless Lekki Babe Scammed My Uber Driver 

I was in an UBER enroute Bena's house last week Thursday 

The driver looked pissed off , 

"Oga wetin happen??"  I asked him 

And then, he began to explain (very bitterly..) 

"Omo... Na so this mumu girl just carry me waka the whole Lekki dey find 

different men. We reach like 4 houses. Dem no dey house, dem no dey pick 

her call. When she sense say I don begin vex for her, she tell me say make I 

no vex, make I just carry her go back house" 

Ahhhh, finally, 

He was going to end the trip and collect his money 

Or so he thought... 

Madam didn't have shishi. 

She took him to some friend-with-benefits house where, 
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In a remarkable twist of events.... 

She started running her mouth ... 

Her friend  got pissed and said: 

"Everytime you go dey carry wahala come meet me, Today dey different, I no 

go help you pay, as you dey run your mouth so" 

He said he had to leave because the girl, sensing that he was ready to beat 

her up, started pleading with him: 

Saying she was going to send him the money (N3,000) once she had it... 

He said his final remark to the girl was: 

".....And make God epp you say you no send my money before 6PM, I go 

come back come beat you" 

LOL 

I don't know if he went back to beat her (which would have served her right) 

But what I know is… (TRANSITIONING WITHOUT RAISING ANY 

SUSPICIONS FROM MY READER) 

The RUNS BABE market is a saturated one 

But here's the irony of the matter: 

The RUNS babes who make the most money are NOT even the hottest 

looking or most experienced babes in the business... 

Mostly, they have "okay" looks 

But the thing they know how to do better than the other girls is: 

They know exactly how to stimulate and satisfy their Client's primal desires 

better than any woman they've been with before. 

It goes beyond a good fuck 

It's deeper than that 
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It has nothing to do with glowing skin, big boobs, big ass and good English 

That's why many RUNS babes are HOT and good-looking but still can't get 

Clients who pay N25,000, 50,000, N100,000, N200,000 per visit (not 

round) 

Instead, they have to settle for N2,000 -N10,000 clients 

Here's a little math: 

At N10,000 per visit, 

You're looking at 100 Clients/Repeat Clients to hit N1Million a month 

Whereas, some RUNS Babe who's nowhere nearly as hot as you, is pocketing 

N100,000 per visit... 

And they even do shakara on top. 

It's the same with business… (2nd Layer of TRANSITIONING) 

Once you understand how to stimulate your prospect's emotions and desires 

in ways no one else before you has done... 

You're going to be making more money in a month than most people make 

in six months... 

How much you make depends on how crazy you are about making a 

BOATLOAD of cash for yourself. 

If you have a product or service to sell and you'd like to get a steady flow of 

new customers and clients this September... 

Go here: nairaroad.com/madmoney 

Stay frosty. 

A. 

***** 
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This is one of the most important elements of GREAT Email 

Writing or storytelling for that matter 

It took me a while to figure it out 

But these days, it has become part of me 

I’ll suggest you try to tell a story the next time you send out an 

email 

So you can try this “transition” strategy and start getting used to it 

The more you do it 

The better you’ll get 

And of course, the easier it will be to put your readers in a buying 

trance where they don’t even notice that you’ve sold them 

something because as far as they’re concerned 

You just told them a good story or taught them something 

valuable, and then… 

“Offered to show” them how to get better results in life or business 

or whatever it is they’re trying to achieve currently. 
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The Sales-Generating Power Of Soft-sell 

Postscripts 

For context, a postscript (P.S.) is: 

“An afterthought, thought that's occurring after the letter has been 

written and signed. The term comes from the Latin post scriptum, 

an expression meaning "written after" (which may be interpreted 

in the sense of "that which comes after the writing").” 

All of which sounds like GREEK to me. 

But you get the point right? 

A postscript (P.S) comes after you’ve signed out in your email or 

sales letter and for most people…. 

It is NOT even necessary. 

Why not just say it in the message? 

Why reserve it until after you’ve told me goodbye? 

Well, you may not know it… 

BUT the P.S is the second most-read section of any email or any 

marketing material for that matter 

The first of course, is the lead. 

That is ( The headline/subject-line and the first few paragraphs 

leading your reader into your message) 

80% more people take action because of what they see in the 

headline and P.S than anywhere else in your message. 

So the P.S is super important. 
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And it has one primary JOB. 

Sell your reader on why she needs to take action NOW! 

Put differently: 

Give your reader a reason to CLICK the link in your email that 

takes her to your sales page or payment page. 

Here’s a few examples of how to write soft-sell postscripts: 

 

***** 

If you have a product or service to sell and you'd like to get a steady flow of 

new customers and clients this September... 

Go here: LINK 

**** 

IF you’d like to learn more about X 

Go here: LINK 

For more information on X, 

Go here: LINK 

***** 

There are many ways to get paid as a Copywriter.......... and also many ways 

to get screwed by idiots parading themselves as Rich business owners... 

● Don't worry just start, I'll pay you once you're done (We're going to 

be working on a lot of projects together...) 

  
● I'll pay you in equity.. I want you to partner with me 

  
● You'll definitely get your money, that's not a prob... 
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FUCK OFF!!!  

Listen {!firstname_fix}, if you're in the business of writing for money: 

Don't cook anything until you've gotten at least 50% of your money upfront 

I learned some hard-won lessons in my early years 

Lessons about how to avoid getting screwed and instead, 

Dine with deep pocket Clients who pay well and pay on time. 

If you're interested in getting well-paying writing projects (not $10 or $100 

per article, but $1000s per gig.....) from trouble-free clients... 

I've laid everything you need to know, step-by-step, in the new FCI Program  

Details here: LINK  

**** 

Sometimes, I get REALLY Lazy and I’m not as ruthless as I ought 

to be in my P.S… 

But take it from me,  

The more thought you put into your P.S, 

The more CLICKS you’ll get 

And the more sales you’ll get  

Assuming you have a well written sales page with an irresistible 

offer. 
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SECTION II 

This section is a collection of some of my best emails 

I’ve broken them into sub-collections so you see the logic behind my 

choice of words for subject lines and how each email was written. 

I didn’t want to paste everything here so the FILE is not too large. 

Just Click each LINK and you’ll get access. 

 

● Educational Emails 

 

● Storytelling Email 

 

● Benefit-driven Emails 

 

● Curiosity-driven Emails 

 

● Dramatic Emails 

 

● Intriguing Emails 

 

● Humorous Emails 

 

Stay frosty 

A. 

P.S: You can find me on Twitter (@andy_mukolo) 
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